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Purpose of the Program

* To develop an improved FQ Surveillance Technical
Specification (TS) for Westinghouse NSSS plants with
Relaxed Axial Offset Control (RAOC) that addresses the
issues associated with the current TS 3.2.1B, "FQ(Z) (RAOC-
W(Z) Methodology)," in NUREG- 1431

" Objectives of the revised TS:
- Minimize the sensitivity to differences between the measured

and predicted axial power shape
- Minimize the potential for overly conservative part-power

surveillances
- Address the non-conservative Required Action (B. 1) for

Condition B of TS 3.2. 1B (Axial Flux Difference reduction issue
described in NSAL-09-5, Revision 1)
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Background on the Definition of FQ

" FQ is a measure of the local hot spot in the reactor core

" A convenient definition is:

- FQ = Peak Power Density / Average Power Density
* FQ is often discussed in terms of its component factors

- FQ(z) = P(z) * Fxy(z)

- P(z) = the core average axial power shape and gives the power of
a radial plane of the core at elevation z

- Fxy(z) = peak-to-average power density in a radial plane at z
* Max FQ(z) = Max [P(z) * Fxy(z)]

" Peak Power Density = Max FQ * Relative Power * Nominal
Avg. Power Density
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Purpose of the FQ Surveillance Technical Specification 3.2.1B

* To confirm that the FQ(z) of the core following performance of
the Surveillance (FQC(z)) is bounded by the safety analysis
assumption
- Measured steady state FQ(z) < TS Limit

* To confirm that the FQ(z) resulting from future non-
equilibrium operation (FQW(z)) within the allowed operating
space will be bounded by the safety analysis assumption
- Inferred transient FQ(z) < TS Limit

* FQW(z) is related to the FQc(z) through the W(z) factor
- FQw(z) = W(z) * FQC(Z)

- W(z) accounts for the possible increase in the steady state FQ(Z)
due to non-equilibrium operation
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Issues with the Current FQ Technical Specification 3.2.1B

" The Surveillance is sensitive to differences between the
measured and predicted axial power shape (Delta-AO)
- "Delta-Axial Offset (Delta-AO) issue"
- Addressed in guidance provided to utilities and Addendum 1 of

topical report WCAP- 10216-P-A, Rev. lA
" Potential for overly conservative part-power FQW(z)

Surveillances
- "1/P issue" or "part-power Surveillance issue"

* Potential non-conservative Required Action (B. 1) when the FQ
limit is exceeded
- "Axial Flux Difference (AFD) reduction issue"
- Required Action B. 1: 1 % AFD reduction / 1 % that the FQ limit

is exceeded
- Addressed in NSAL-09-5, Revision 1
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Background: Delta-AO Sensitivity Issue

* For transient FQ Surveillance, FQW(z) = W(z) * FQC(z)

[Max. FQ(Z) x p] Simulated Transient

" W(z)-

[Steady State FQ(Z) x p]Equilibrium

" W(z) values are sensitive to the differences between the
measured and predicted axial power shape (Delta-AO)
- Due to the Steady State FQ(z) term in denominator

* Revisions to the W(z)s for RAOC plants (or F Limits for
some CAOC plants) are needed if the Delta-A 6 is
significant
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Background: Delta-AO Issue (cont.)

0 Guidance provided to Licensees with respect to revising the
W(z) values to account for Delta-AO sensitivity

0 Staff requested that the guidance be submitted for review
* Addendum 1 of WCAP- 10216-P-A, Rev. 1 (RAOC/FQ

Surveillance Topical) prepared and submitted in July 2008
0 1 st round of RAIs received and responses provided in March

2010
0 2nd round of draft RAIs received in January 2011
* Addendum 1 will be withdrawn, since the issue will be

addressed in this PWROG program, i.e., the sensitivity to the
measured power shape will be resolved by revising the FQ
Surveillance equation
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Background: Part-Power Surveillance Issue

" The FQ limit is an inverse function of the power level at which
the Surveillance is performed

- FQW(z) < Full Power FQ(z) Limit / P, for P > 50% RTP

- FQW(z) < Full Power FQ(z) Limit / 0.5, for P < 50% RTP
* An accurate transient FQ margin assessment for Surveillances

performed at part-power requires scaling the measured FQ(Z)
by 1/P (or 1/0.5 for P<50% RTP)
- i.e., the same way that the limit is scaled

* This is accomplished by the "P" term in the denominator of
W(z)
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Background: Part-Power Surveillance Issue (cont.)

" Scaling both the FQ limit and the measured FQ by 1/P cancels
out the Surveillance power level from the margin assessment

- The transient FQ margin assessment must be independent of the
power level where the Surveillance is performed, because the
future power level may be different than the power level where
the Surveillance was peformed

* Scaling of the W(z) factors for Surveillances performed at
part-power was not being performed by the core monitoring
software

* The core monitoring software was updated to divide W(z)
values by the power level where the Surveillance is performed
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Background: Part-power Surveillance Issue (cont'd)

" Simply dividing the full power W(z) values by the power level
where the Surveillance is performed usually results in an
"over-measurement" of FQ(Z)
- Results in the potential for anomalous FQ violations

- Low power startup Surveillances are problematic (-30% power)
because of SS FQ(z) differences relative to full power.

" Requires "surveillance-specific" W(z) values for an accurate
transient FQ margin assessment

" Plant Tech Specs are not consistent as to when the transient FQ
margin assessment should be performed following a refueling

* For non-equilibrium operation, limiting peak power densities
occur at or near full power, not at part power.
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Background: AFD Reduction Issue

" Current TS 3.2.1B Required Action B.1 requires a 1%
reduction in AFD for each 1% that FQW(z) exceeds its limit

" The Required Action does not always provide adequate margin

- If the limiting margin location is in central region of core, a 1%
reduction of AFD will not provide a 1% margin benefit

" NSAL-09-5, Rev. 1 was sent to utilities in September 2009
" NSAL-09-5, Rev. 1 requires a power reduction of 3% for each

1% FQW(z) exceeds its limit as an interim action, in addition to
the current TS Required Actions

" The NSAL discussed that this interim action is only applicable
to Surveillances performed at > 75% RTP
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Background: AFD Reduction Issue (cont'd)

* A PWROG program was initiated to incorporate the interim
action into the affected plant TS via individual LARs in
accordance with Administrative Letter (AL) 98-10

* No TSTF traveler was included in the program

* Met with the Staff in April 2010 and July 2010

* The Staff and PWROG discussed that a generic PWROG
program would eliminate numerous near term LARs
- The generic program could also address other issues associated

with this TS
* At the PWROG's request, the Staff issued a letter in January

2011 which discussed that implementing the interim actions
and a generic program would constitute "timely fashion" in
accordance with AL 98-10
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Objective of PWROG Program

* The primary objective is to revise the FQ Surveillance TS
(3.2.1B) to address three issues:

- Delta-AO

- Part-power Surveillances

- AFD reduction

* The Revised TS will utilize technical concepts currently in use
to resolve the issues:

- Use of multiple, pre-analyzed operating spaces in the COLR to
address the AFD reduction issue (Required Action B. 1)

- Revising the FQ Surveillance equation to minimize sensitivity to
Delta-AO (similar to current Fxy Surveillance Tech Spec)
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Changes to Address the AFD Reduction Issue

* Eliminate the AFD reduction Required Action
" Specify multiple RAOC Operating Spaces (AFD Envelope

and Rod Insertion Limits) in the COLR along with pre-
calculated transient Surveillance factors (T(z) factors).
- If FQW(z) exceeds the limit, the revised Required Action will

require implementing a more restrictive Operating Space to
restore margin

* Similar to the current practice of updating the W(z) values
in the COLR mid-cycle using a new AFD envelope

* The RAOC Operating Spaces will be analyzed with NRC
approved methodology (WCAP- 10216-P-A, Rev. I A)
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Revisions to Address AFD Reduction Issue (cont.)

• Plants that have a CAOC Base Load Operation option in
their current TS can retain this option when they adopt the
traveler

" Reduce power if pre-analyzed operating spaces do not
provide sufficient margin

- This Required Action is required to restore margin to the FQ
limit

- The magnitude of the required power reduction will be
determined using the NRC approved RAOC methodology
(WCAP-10216-P-A, Rev. 1 A) and specified in the COLR

- It may be feasible to define a conservative "generic" power
reduction

- This will be discussed in the topical report submittal.
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New FQ Surveillance for RAOC Plants

" Current approach:
" Revised approach:

FQW(z) W(z) * FQC(z)

FQW(z) T(z) * [Fxy (z)]M

- Similar to the basic FQ equation: FQ(z) = P(z) * Fxy(z)

* T(z) is essentially the analytical maximum transient P(z)
(transient axial power shape)

- Easily related to W(z) mathematically

- T(z) also accounts for changes in transient Fxy peaking
factors with rod insertion and power level (like W(z))
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New FQ Surveillance for RAOC Plants (cont'd)

* The Max Transient P(z) is not sensitive to Delta-AO

* The Measured Fxy is not sensitive to Delta-AO

* Similar to the Fxy Surveillance Tech Spec, TS 3.2.1A,
"FQ(Z) (CAOC-Fxy Methodology)," in NUREG- 1431

* The new Surveillance will be insensitive to Delta-AO

* Surveillances performed at part-power will also be less
problematic with this formulation because of the
insensitivity to the axial power shape of the Surveillance

* The topical report will be added to the COLR specification
as a reference for the.new FQ Surveillance
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Revised Part-power Surveillance Frequency

" The Frequency for when the first FQw(z) Surveillance is
required to be performed following a refueling is not
consistent among current plant Tech Specs

" The Frequency for SR 3.2.1.2 requires that the Surveillance be
performed prior to exceeding 75% RTP, but not the specific
power level when the first Surveillance must be performed

" A more appropriate Surveillance Frequency is:
- "Once within 12 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions

after each refueling after Thermal Power exceeds 75% RTP"
* FQW(z) is inferred using a steady state measurement of Fxy(z)

at or near the power level where the transient FQ would most
likely be limiting
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Revision to the CAOC Technical Specification

" The current CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification,
TS 3.2.1 C, "FQ(Z) (CAOC-W(Z) Methodology)," in NUREG-
1431 will also be revised

* Multiple CAOC Operating Spaces will be included in the
COLR and the option incorporated as a new Required Action
- A more restrictive operating space will be implemented if

FQw(z) exceeds limit

- The Required Action to reduce power will be retained

* The Frequency for performing the first FQW(Z) Surveillance
following a refueling will also be revised to:

- "Once within 12 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions
after each refueling after Thermal Power exceeds 75% RTP"
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Planned Submittals and Schedule

" A TSTF Traveler will be prepared which contains the TS and Bases
changes for

- TS 3.2. iB, "FQ(Z) (RAOC-W(Z) Methodology)," in NUREG-
1431 (RAOC/FQ Surveillance)

- TS 3.2.1 C, "FQ(Z) (CAOC-W(Z) Methodology)," in NUREG-
1431 (CAOC/FQ Surveillance)

* A Topical Report will be prepared that provides the technical basis
for new surveillance and any methodology updates

* The traveler and topical report will be submitted in February 2013
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Summary

* The current RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification,
TS 3.2. 1B in NUREG-1431 has several issues which need to
be addressed

* A revised FQ Surveillance Technical Specification will be
prepared to address these issues, and a Topical Report that
provides the technical justification for the changes will be
submitted for NRC review
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Summary (cont.)

" The revised TS will utilize technical concepts currently in use
to resolve these issues

- Use of measured Fxy(z) and calculated maximum transient P(z)
to infer transient FQ(Z)

- Use of multiple, pre-analyzed operating spaces to gain margin
when the limit is exceeded

" The traveler and Topical Report will be submitted in February
2013
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Questions
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